Toll-like receptor 3 C1234T may protect against geographic atrophy through decreased dsRNA binding capacity.
The genetic association between a variant in the Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) gene (C1234T in mRNA, L412F in protein, Reference SNP Cluster Report rs3775291) and geographic atrophy (GA; also called advanced "dry" age-related macular degeneration) was controversial in previous studies. We performed a meta-analysis by pooling the current evidence in literature and found that the T allele of the TLR3 C1234T variant showed a summary odds ratio of 0.753 (95% confidence interval: 0.612-0.927; P=0.007). Further experiments were performed to analyze how this mutant influences the function of TLR3. We found that this SNP did not affect mRNA, protein, or surface expression of TLR3. However, the binding capacity of L412F mutation of TLR3 for double-stranded RNA in the TLR3 protein was only 51.12 ± 3.96% (P<0.001) of the wild-type level. There was a consistently reduced TLR3-mediated NF-κB activation. Therefore, TLR3 C1234T (L412F in the protein) may protect against GA by reduced binding capacity of TLR3 to dsRNA. This study may provide a better understanding of the genetic architecture underlying disease susceptibility and may advance the potential for preclinical prediction in future genetic testing.